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 Aircraft system noise is predicted for a portfolio of NASA advanced concepts 
with 2025 entry-into-service technology assumptions. The subsonic transport 
concepts include tube-and-wing configurations with engines mounted under the 
wing, over the wing nacelle integration, and a double deck fuselage with engines at a 
mid-fuselage location. Also included are hybrid wing body aircraft with engines 
upstream of the fuselage trailing edge. Both advanced direct drive engines and 
geared turbofan engines are modeled. Recent acoustic experimental information 
was utilized in the prediction for several key technologies. The 301-passenger class 
hybrid wing body with geared ultra high bypass engines is assessed at 40.3 EPNLdB 
cumulative below the Stage 4 certification level. Other hybrid wing body and 
unconventional tube-and-wing configurations reach levels of 33 EPNLdB or more 
below the certification level. Many factors contribute to the system level result; 
however, the hybrid wing body in the 301-passenger class, as compared to a tube-
and-wing with conventional engine under wing installation, has 11.9 EPNLdB of 
noise reduction due to replacing reflection with acoustic shielding of engine noise 
sources. Therefore, the propulsion airframe aeroacoustic interaction effects clearly 
differentiate the unconventional configurations that approach levels close to or 
exceed the 42 EPNLdB goal.  
Nomenclature 
AOA = angle of attack 
EPNL = effective perceived noise level, decibels (dB) 
f = frequency (Hz) 
M0 = free stream Mach number 
PNLT = tone corrected perceived noise level, decibels 
P2rms = mean square acoustic pressure 
S = suppression function 
SPL = sound pressure level, decibels 
θ = polar angle, degrees, with zero degrees in direction of flight 
ϕ = azimuthal angle, degrees, with zero degrees directly under flight path 
    
I. Introduction 
ASA’s Environmentally Responsible Aviation (ERA) Project has focused since inception in 2009 on 
developing and demonstrating technologies for integrated aircraft systems that could simultaneously 
meet aggressive goals for fuel burn, noise, and emissions. The fuel burn goal is for a reduction of 50% in 
block fuel relative to a best-in-class aircraft in 2005; the noise goal is 42 EPNLdB cumulative below the 
Federal Aviation Administration Stage 4 requirement; and the emissions goal is for a reduction of 75% in 
landing and takeoff NOx (oxides of nitrogen) levels below the CAEP 6 (Committee on Aviation 
Environmental Protection) standard. The target date is 2020 for key technologies to be at a technology 	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readiness level (TRL) of 4-6 (corresponding to a system or sub-system prototype demonstrated in a relevant 
environment). This timeline aligns with a projected aircraft entry-into-service of 2025. NASA defines these 
goals with this timeframe with the term N+2 reflecting aircraft technology that is two generations beyond 
that represented by the 2005 best-in-class baseline aircraft. The noise goal has been seen as a significant 
challenge, and through past research it has been thought that a configuration change would likely be 
necessary to enable the achievement of the 42 dB noise goal. Out of possible advanced aircraft concepts, 
past research (Refs 1-5) has shown the Hybrid Wing Body (HWB) configuration, together with advanced 
technologies, to be one of the most likely configurations to reach the noise goal. 
Thomas et al. (Ref 2) gives a brief description of the early work at NASA leading to setting the N+2 
noise goal at the 42 dB level. Thomas et al. (Ref 2) and Czech et al. (Ref 3) also describe the first major 
combined experimental (Boeing Low Speed Aeroacoustics Facility (LSAF)) and assessment effort to 
develop the technical roadmap to achieve the 42 dB goal on an HWB configuration, focusing only on the 
noise goal. Also as part of the combined research reported (Ref 2-3) is the experimental campaign to 
acquire experimental data used in the noise assessment of the HWB for the propulsion airframe 
aeroacoustic (PAA) interactions that were difficult to predict at that time. Also reported by Czech et al. 
(Ref 3) is the successful development of technology to increase the noise reduction obtained from shielding 
of the jet noise sources by a given dimension of the airframe. A subsequent experimental campaign was 
conducted on a Boeing HWB design, the N2A, that was designed to meet the 42 dB goal but with a 25% 
fuel burn reduction. Burley et al. (Ref 4) reported the noise assessment results of the N2A including 
extensive use of data from the N2A aeroacoustic test. Guo et al. (Ref 5) documents the noise assessment of 
a more advanced Boeing HWB concept designed to meet the ERA N+2 goals simultaneously and also 
compares the noise assessment processes used by NASA and used by Boeing for the HWBs that were being 
developed during the period of the first half (Phase 1) of ERA, from 2009 to 2012. These efforts (Refs 1-5) 
also chronicle, up to the first half of ERA, the development of the NASA noise assessment process for 
advanced and unconventional aircraft concepts such as the HWB. 
In the final three years (Phase 2) of ERA, 2012-2015, annual aircraft level system noise assessments 
have been conducted by the ERA team on a portfolio of N+2 aircraft concepts to demonstrate by analysis 
the performance of the integrated advanced vehicles and technologies compared to the original ERA N+2 
goals. The aircraft concepts include a full range of technology assumptions deemed feasible for entry-into-
service in the 2025 timeframe. These concepts incorporate the results of a series of experiments performed 
throughout the six years of ERA and specifically by Integrated Technology Demonstration (ITD) efforts in 
the final three years of ERA that were conducted in collaboration with industry partners. Each annual 
assessment included increasingly refined aircraft models and new experimental inputs, which were 
available at the time of the assessment. Nickol and Haller (Ref 6) describes the modeling of the N+2 
aircraft in detail and the resulting fuel burn and emissions reduction assessment results achieved at the 
conclusion of ERA in 2015. 
The ERA N+2 aircraft have been designed with a balanced approach to simultaneously meet aggressive 
goals for reductions in the fuel burn, emissions, and noise. Design parameters, operational refinements, and 
noise reduction technology that have an impact on aircraft level noise have all been integral to the N+2 
aircraft design process together with fuel burn and emissions reduction requirements. Technologies key to 
obtaining all three goals simultaneously have been the focus of the ERA ITD studies and, as a result, have 
produced higher TRL data relevant to the noise assessment. As a result, the noise assessment process 
developed for the ERA N+2 aircraft has been driven to a fidelity and rigor not typically associated with 
conceptual level system noise prediction.  The many factors driving the ERA noise assessment include 
accurate assessment to reflect the high TRL of ERA; multiple aircraft configurations each with multiple 
impacts on noise; a range of advanced technology assumptions for the 2025 timeframe; high fidelity 
acoustic data generated from three of the ERA ITD studies as well as several other earlier large 
experimental campaigns and finally, the aggressive noise goal that is difficult to achieve itself and 
especially when including tradeoffs in design to also achieve the other goals.    
The purpose of this paper is to describe the noise assessment prediction method developed for the ERA 
N+2 aircraft and report the cumulative aircraft system level results achieved at the conclusion of ERA in 
2015. This paper also will provide insight into the impact of key technologies, design parameters, and 
operational characteristics relative to the cumulative noise results achieved. 
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II. Advanced N+2 Aircraft Concept Description 
  Eight ITD research efforts were completed in the second half of ERA and have influenced the design 
and assessment results of the N+2 aircraft concepts. The reader is referred to the publications from the ITD 
teams for details on those research efforts. Nickol and Haller (Ref 6) summarize the eight ITDs and the ITD 
results that were utilized to form the technology assumptions for the aircraft system level modeling of the 
N+2 vehicles. The eight ITDs are listed here simply for completeness, and the titles are self-descriptive of 
the technologies that are the subjects of the ITDs: 
• ITD 12A+ Active Flow Control (AFC) Enhanced Vertical Tail plus Advanced Wing Flight 
Experiment with Insect Accretion Mitigation (IAM) and Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) features 
• ITD 21A Damage Arresting Composites Demonstration 
• ITD 21C Adaptive Compliant Trailing Edge (ACTE) Flight Experiment 
• ITD 30A Highly Loaded Front Block Compressor 
• ITD 35A 2nd Generation Geared Turbofan Propulsor 
• ITD 40 Low NOx Fuel Flexible Combustor 
• ITD 50A Flap Edge and Landing Gear Noise Reduction 
• ITD 51A Ultra-High-Bypass (UHB) Ratio Engine Integration for Hybrid Wing Body Concepts. 
 
 All ITDs developed technologies that impacted the aircraft system level modeling of the ERA N+2 
vehicles. Several ITD technologies impact N+2 aircraft noise indirectly, for example light weight structure 
enabled by ITD21A technology. Those ITD results that impact noise more directly or are used directly in 
the noise assessment will be discussed in more detail below. 
 Nickol and Haller (Ref 6) provides additional details of the modeling and the technology assumptions 
used in developing the ERA N+2 vehicle portfolio of thirteen aircraft concepts. This section will only 
describe the vehicles, design parameters, and performance results that impact directly the noise assessment 
results to follow. The noise assessment results will also include the aircraft takeoff and landing 
performance modeled by Nickol and Haller (Ref 6) for the sideline (also known as lateral), cutback (also 
known as flyover), and approach noise certification conditions. 
 In addition to modeling 2025 entry-into-service technology, another key aspect of the ERA N+2 aircraft 
is the inclusion of four aircraft configurations. The tube-and-wing (T+W) configuration with engines 
mounted underneath the wing, representing the most common configuration of current subsonic transports, 
is included in the N+2 portfolio with all the applicable N+2 technology assumptions. Using the same N+2 
technology assumptions, the T+W configurations provide a basis to determine the potential additional 
benefits possible with the more unconventional configurations.  
 An unconventional T+W with the engines integrated with the top of the wing is referred to as the Over-
Wing-Nacelle (OWN) configuration and has been investigated by NASA (Ref 7). Additional features of the 
OWN are an unswept wing between the nacelle and the fuselage as well as shaping to minimize the shocks 
in this region at transonic cruise conditions. Another unconventional tube-and-wing configuration is 
distinguished with a double deck fuselage and the engine mounted from the fuselage and positioned at the 
mid-fuselage location so that the inlet of the nacelle is over the trailing edge of the main wing. This is 
termed the mid-fuselage nacelle (MFN) configuration and is a NASA version of a concept reported by 
Boeing (Ref 8) with a subsequent assessment by Guo et al. (Ref 9). From an aircraft noise perspective, both 
the OWN and MFN, while still fundamentally T+W configurations, do represent the potential for lower 
noise over the traditional engine-under-wing T+W by introducing a significant noise shielding advantage. 
The OWN can shield the aft radiated engine noise but can also introduce a jet scrubbing noise source, and 
the MFN can shield the inlet radiated fan noise and could further enable, therefore, short inlets for UHB 
engines. It should be noted that the OWN could be scaled to include smaller seat classes than the MFN, 
which is only practical for mid range, and larger seat classes due to the double deck. On the other hand, the 
double deck arrangement results in a total of three aisles, and if integrated properly with a two level jet way, 
the MFN could enable expedited passenger loading times over the equivalent single deck configuration. It 
can be seen that both the OWN and the MFN introduce additional tradeoffs that require a more thorough 
investigation. In this paper, only the system noise of the concepts will be assessed. 
 The fourth configuration in the N+2 portfolio is the hybrid wing body (HWB) configuration that has 
been researched by both Boeing and NASA for many years (Ref 1-5, 8, 10-15). The earlier version of the 
HWB (Ref 10) configured the engines at the trailing edge of the aircraft with the engine nozzle exit plane 
downstream of the trailing edge. As the potential of the HWB to achieve the N+2 noise goal was being 
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developed (Ref 1) the later versions position the engines so that the engine core nozzle exit plane is 
upstream of the airframe trailing edge. This has been a significant design change with implications for 
propulsion airframe integration at cruise conditions and for low speed operability (and the subject of 
ITD51A, Ref 16); however, it has also enabled the HWB to shield both forward and aft-radiated engine 
noise. 
 Engine architecture is another major technology to consider for the 2025 timeframe. In general, 
compared to today’s engines, the N+2 engines follow the trends toward larger diameters, lower fan pressure 
ratios and higher pressure ratio cores enabled by incorporating advanced materials and shorter inlets. The 
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) Propulsion System Analysis Branch has modeled both ultra high 
bypass ratio Direct Drive (DD) and Geared Turbofan (GTF) engines for the requirements and thrust classes 
of the ERA N+2 portfolio and using GRC’s standard tools and processes including NPSS (Numerical 
Propulsion System Simulation, Ref 17) and WATE++ (Weight Analysis of Gas Turbine Engines, Ref 18). 
In keeping with the overall study objectives, these engines are balanced designs to best meet all three goals 
simultaneously. In addition to the engine cycle trends mentioned above, another important impact of the 
N+2 airframe technology is that the thrust requirements are significantly lower compared to a current 
aircraft in the same class. This is due to the impact of the airframe technologies that have reduced weight 
and drag considerably and therefore thrust. In addition to the impact of the engine cycle, several key engine 
parameters, design features and tradeoffs will be listed and discussed in the noise assessment results section.   
 Five vehicle sizes (passenger classes) are examined. In each of five passenger classes, the N+2 
airframes are matched as appropriate with the proper thrust class engine of either DD or GTF type. The 
thirteen vehicles are sized using the NASA FLOPS (Flight Optimization System) code and the high lift 
performance is modeled with a modified vortex lattice method (MVL) (Ref 6). Table 1 shows the five 
aircraft classes in the ERA N+2 portfolio by number of passengers and the configurations that are included. 
Tables 2-5 list the thirteen vehicles and some of the key overall performance parameters and sizing 
information including the takeoff gross weight (TOGW) and operating empty weight (OEW). Table 2 has 
both the Regional (98 passengers) and the Single Aisle (160 passengers) class vehicles. Table 3 has both 
the Small Twin Aisle (216 passengers) and the Very Large Twin Aisle (400 passengers) class vehicles. 
Table 4 has the Large Twin Aisle (301 passengers) class vehicles. Table 5 lists the final aircraft, the 
MFN301, which is also in the 301-passenger class. Each class has a NASA model of a reference aircraft to 
represent current, in service, aircraft performance as a baseline. Again, the reader is referred to Nickol and 
Haller (Ref 6) for more description of the engine and aircraft modeling and more detailed specifications for 
the performance and sizing of each of the aircraft including the reference aircraft. Tables 2-5 also show 
some of the key parameters and specifications that are relevant for the noise assessment. For example the 
acoustic liner length in the inlet is non-dimensionalized by the fan diameter (D) and the aft bypass duct 
liner length is non-dimensionalized by the effective height of the aft duct (H). 
 
Table 1. Aircraft concepts and nomenclature of the ERA N+2 study (from Nickol and Haller Ref 6). 
 
 
 An output from the aircraft modeling was the low speed flight path, as well as aircraft and engine 
parameters as a function of the flight path corresponding to the three aircraft noise certification points of 
sideline/lateral, flyover with cutback, and approach. Tables 2-5 also show lift-to-drag, bypass ratio (BPR), 
and fan pressure ratio (FPR), three key parameters, at each of the three certification points to provide a 
comparison between the vehicles, as well as an indication of how much the key parameters change between 
the three certification points. 
 
 
 
Vehicle	  Class Abbreviation
Number	  of	  
Passengers
N+2	  T+W	  
Nomenclature
Unconventional Abbreviation
Regional	  Jet RJ 98 T+W98 Over-­‐Wing-­‐Nacelle OWN98
Single	  Aisle SA 160 T+W160 Over-­‐Wing-­‐Nacelle OWN160
Small	  Twin	  Aisle STA 216 T+W216 Hybrid-­‐Wing-­‐Body HWB216
Very	  Large	  Twin	  Aisle VLTA 400 T+W400 Hybrid-­‐Wing-­‐Body HWB400
Hybrid-­‐Wing-­‐Body
Mid-­‐Fuselage	  Nacelle
HWB301
MFN301
Large	  Twin	  Aisle LTA 301 T+W301
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Table 2. Vehicle Models for the N+2 Regional Jet and Single Aisle Class T+W and OWN. 
 
Table 3. Vehicle Models for the N+2 Small Twin Aisle and Very Large Twin Aisle Class T+W and HWB. 
 
Units T+W98-DD OWN98-DD T+W160-GTF OWN160-GTF
TOGW lb 90,858 89,790 146,251 141,868
OEW lb 53,631 52,861 81,688 78,377
Payload lb 21,605 21,605 37,760 37,760
Total Fuel lb 15,623 15,324 26,803 25,731
Wing Span ft 97.0 96.9 114 112.2
Takeoff Field Length ft 6,085 5,948 7,386 6,567
Main Gear Type 2 wheel G550-like 2 wheel G550-like 2 wheel 737-like 2 wheel 737-like
Main Gear Strut Length ft 7.3 6 10.4 6.6
Thrust per Engine lb 15,000 15,000 21,500 21,600
Fan Diameter in 55.2 55.2 83.9 84.1
Fan Rotor/Vane Count 18/48 18/48 18/40 18/40
Inlet Liner Length/D 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
Aft Duct Liner Length/H 4.48 4.48 1.83 1.83
  Takeoff:
Lift/Drag 12.52 12.52 14.6 14.4
Bypass Ratio 10.01 10.01 25.48 25.56
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.51 1.51 1.23 1.23
  Cutback:
Lift/Drag 12.01 12.01 14.46 14.06
Bypass Ratio 10.01 10.03 28.26 28.42
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.38 1.37 1.16 1.16
  Approach:
Lift/Drag 8.87 8.86 9.46 9.41
Bypass Ratio 12.55 12.55 33.35 33.41
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.12 1.12 1.06 1.06
Regional Jet Single Aisle
Parameters at Noise Certification Points
Units T+W216-GTF HWB216-GTF T+W400-GTF HWB400-GTF
TOGW lb 286,926 313,859 686,046 702,527
OEW lb 153,101 181,152 358,126 385,353
Payload lb 44,500 44,500 147,840 147,840
Total Fuel lb 89,325 88,206 180,079 169,334
Wing Span ft 180.9 220 247.1 260
Takeoff Field Length ft 8,990 5,821 10,468 10,491
Main Gear Type 4 wheel 767-like 4 wheel 767-like total of 4, each 4 wheel 767-like 6 wheel 777-like
Main Gear Strut Length ft 15 6.6 10.6 on fuselage, 21.2 on wing 8.4
Thrust per Engine lb 45,327 45,566 44,707 54,648
Fan Diameter in 115.7 116.1 115 119.1
Fan Rotor/Vane Count 18/40 18/40 18/40 16/36
Inlet Liner Length/D 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.33
Aft Duct Liner Length/H 1.99 1.99 1.99 2.13
  Takeoff:
Lift/Drag 11.91 24.7 9.97 22.7
Bypass Ratio 22.98 23.17 22.99 18.74
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.3
  Cutback:
Lift/Drag 11.8 23.6 9.93 22.06
Bypass Ratio 25.16 28.36 25.62 22.96
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.2 1.12 1.19 1.16
  Approach:
Lift/Drag 8.51 11.04 9.37 12.01
Bypass Ratio 31.97 32.74 31.88 27.77
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.06 1.04 1.06 1.05
Small Twin Aisle Very Large Twin Aisle
Parameters at Noise Certification Points
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Table 4. Vehicle Models for the N+2 Large Twin Aisle Class T+W and HWB.  
 
Table 5. Vehicle Model for the N+2 Large Twin Aisle Class MFN. 
 
Units T+W301-DD T+W301-GTF HWB301-DD HWB301-GTF
TOGW lb 570,195 570,533 537,641 534,491
OEW lb 265,290 270,084 251,281 253,326
Payload lb 118,100 118,100 118,100 118,100
Total Fuel lb 186,805 182,349 168,259 163,065
Wing Span ft 226.5 226.6 250 250
Takeoff Field Length ft 9,231 9,019 9,171 8,541
Main Gear Type 6 wheel 777-like 6 wheel 777-like 6 wheel 777-like 6 wheel 777-like
Main Gear Strut Length ft 17.1 19.2 7.4 7.4
Thrust per Engine lb 71,800 74,000 65,989 69,398
Fan Diameter in 130.6 151.3 118.7 132.4
Fan Rotor/Vane Count 16/42 16/36 16/42 16/36
Inlet Liner Length/D 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
Aft Duct Liner Length/H 2.96 1.57 3.33 1.99
  Takeoff:
Lift/Drag 14.44 14.47 23.98 24.1
Bypass Ratio 16.55 23.28 13.74 18.74
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.37 1.25 1.42 1.3
  Cutback:
Lift/Drag 14.2 14.19 23.17 23.2
Bypass Ratio 17.91 25.14 16.61 22.96
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.29 1.2 1.23 1.16
  Approach:
Lift/Drag 8.94 8.95 11.04 11.04
Bypass Ratio 21.99 32.21 19.17 27.81
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.08 1.06 1.07 1.05
Parameters at Noise Certification Points
Large Twin Aisle
Units MFN301-GTF
TOGW lb 540,837
OEW lb 259,943
Payload lb 118,100
Total Fuel lb 162,795
Wing Span ft 207.7
Takeoff Field Length ft 7,359
Main Gear Type 6 wheel 777-like
Main Gear Strut Length ft 9.6
Thrust per Engine lb 65,500
Fan Diameter in 149.2
Fan Rotor/Vane Count 16/36
Inlet Liner Length/D 0.33
Aft Duct Liner Length/H 1.57
Parameters at Noise Certification Points
  Takeoff:
Lift/Drag 13.92
Bypass Ratio 23.34
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.25
  Cutback:
Lift/Drag 13.5
Bypass Ratio 25.38
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.2
  Approach:
Lift/Drag 8.9
Bypass Ratio 31.91
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.06
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III. Noise Assessment Process 
The ERA noise assessment process uses a similar approach for predicting the noise of advanced and 
unconventional aircraft as was taken in the first assessment that assessed an HWB concept relative to the 42 
dB goal at the beginning of ERA (Ref 2). The ERA noise assessment process includes utilizing the best 
noise assessment practices, databases, and methods developed at NASA over the previous decades for 
predicting community noise. In addition, during the second half of ERA, the noise assessment process has 
been continuously improved through increasingly detailed aircraft definition, component modeling 
improvements, incorporation of the latest information from the ITD experiments, as well as through key 
experiments from the first Phase of ERA, and through improved vehicle design and flight path iterations 
with the aircraft modeling and propulsion teams. This section will describe the cumulative noise metric 
calculated, the overall ERA noise assessment process as developed during the second Phase of ERA and 
include a description of the modeling of selected technologies and aircraft noise effects. For several 
technologies and integration effects, the prediction is linked to the technology and the available data and 
information. 
An overview chart for the cumulative noise metric is shown in Figure 1. Specifically, the noise metric 
for the 2025 aircraft models is certification community noise as defined in the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR) Title 14, Part 36. In order to obtain Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification, the noise 
of an aircraft must be measured according to the rules of Part 36. In the context of the research and 
technology maturation of integrated aircraft systems, the noise of ERA aircraft concept models is predicted 
according to the same Part 36 rules.  Part 36 defines specific parameters for aircraft noise at each of three 
certification points. 
 
	  
Figure 1. Noise certification flight paths and metric definitions used in the system noise assessment 
process. (Definitions guided by the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 14 Part 36) 
	  
Takeoff noise with the aircraft at full power is predicted along a line offset and parallel to the runway and 
flight path by 1476 feet. Maximum noise along this parallel line is the lateral (also known as sideline) 
certification noise point and occurs typically for conventional aircraft when the aircraft has reached an 
altitude of 1000 ft. As part of a ground rule meant to establish both an equal basis (for conventional and 
unconventional aircraft) and to standardize with industry practice, the ERA aircraft sideline noise is 
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predicted also when the aircraft has reached an altitude of 1000 feet. The noise for the reduced power 
segment of the takeoff trajectory is obtained at the flyover or simply referred to as the cutback point. The 
cutback point is located directly under the flight path at a position that is 21,325 feet from brake release as 
shown in Figure 1. The aircraft is allowed to cutback on engine power but must maintain a climb gradient. 
The altitude of the aircraft at cutback and the engine throttle setting depend primarily on the aircraft’s high 
lift and engine characteristics, both of which can impact the cutback noise level significantly. The third 
certification point, approach, characterizes the noise of the aircraft in the descent and landing configuration. 
On the approach trajectory, the aircraft must maintain a 3-degree glide slope. The approach point is 
measured when the aircraft is at 6562 feet from the end of the runway with engine power sufficient to abort 
landing and go-around with an eight second engine spool up. Separate computations are performed to 
obtain each of the approach, lateral, and flyover EPNL noise levels. This procedure is consistent with 
previous assessments performed by NASA (Ref 2) and Boeing (Ref 5). 
At each of the three certification points, the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) in decibels is 
predicted for the aircraft. The EPNL is a mathematical formulation that provides a single number 
characterizing the relevant acoustical effects impacting human perception and annoyance. The EPNL at a 
certification point includes the integration over time of the tone corrected perceived noise level (PNLT), 
see Figure 1. The tone correction was developed to capture the additional impact of tones on human 
annoyance.  The corrections are noise level penalties assigned based on the tone level and number of tones. 
The integration over time begins at a point 10 dB (in PNLT) below the peak value of PNLT and continues 
to the point in time when the aircraft PNLT is again 10 dB below the peak as the aircraft recedes from the 
certification point. Spherical spreading, atmospheric attenuation, and ground effects are accounted for in 
the propagation of the aircraft noise to the certification point. 
After calculation of the EPNLdB at each of the three certification points, the cumulative noise is the 
simple addition of the EPNL of the three points. Furthermore, the cumulative noise is referenced relative to 
the certification level required by the FAA in Part 36; the current regulation is termed Stage 4 and is a 
function of aircraft weight and the number of engines. In sum, the cumulative noise (CUM) below Stage 4 
is the final noise metric reported by ERA. 
Figure 2 schematically shows the overall ERA noise assessment process. The noise assessment 
calculation is performed using NASA’s multi-fidelity aeroacoustic framework known as the second 
generation Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP2) (Ref 19). The ANOPP2 framework allows a user 
to develop acoustic analyses and couple results from these analyses with prediction methods and other data 
into a unified process. For ERA, analysis capabilities were developed to apply flight effects to the input 
measured source noise (which includes installation effects), combine those measurements with legacy 
ANOPP predictions of other sources, propagate to the far field, and compute noise metrics. In order to 
provide the best prediction of each engine and airframe component together with the	  propulsion airframe 
aeroacoustic (PAA) interaction effects, the best of measured data or existing prediction processes are used.  
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Figure 2. Overall ERA Noise Assessment Process. 
 
The process requires the input of the complete aircraft including engine, airframe, and its flight path 
(Ref 6). The flight path definition must provide engine thrust, aircraft configuration, angle of attack, 
altitude, and velocity along the flight trajectory. In addition the engine state must also be provided along the 
flight path in order to define the parameters necessary for the prediction of each engine noise component. 
The airframe component geometric specifications are, in general, not typically necessary for the prediction 
of aircraft fuel burn reduction at the conceptual level; however, they are required for the noise prediction of 
the landing gear, flap, slat or Krueger flap airframe noise components. Tables 2-5 include a few of the key 
specifications that are indicative of design features that have a strong influence on noise and a few of the 
detailed airframe specifications necessary. The landing gear type is included in Tables 2-5 to reflect the 
complexity of the gear, which is a requirement for the landing gear noise prediction. 
It is important to note that all of the ITD results are used in developing the technology assumptions that 
are utilized in defining the engines and airframes of the ERA aircraft models. In this way, there is an ERA 
technology impact inherent to the noise prediction even if no acoustic data from an ITD is used directly. 
This is most notably the case with the structural weight technology assumptions that result in a lighter 
weight aircraft compared to the baseline. Lighter weight structures together with reduced drag results in 
lower engine thrust and among other impacts can result in lower noise levels inherently but may not 
necessarily reduce noise relative to the Stage 4 level because that level is also a function of weight. 
With the definition of the flight path, airframe, and engine components, the noise prediction of the 
components and interactions can proceed. The results of three ITDs directly provide information and data 
to the process as is shown in the right side of Figure 2. In addition, large wind tunnel studies during the first 
half of ERA were extensively used for PAA effects. The modeling of each noise source, noise reduction 
technology or interaction will be discussed separately. 
 
A. Fan Noise 
Van Zante and Suder (Ref 20) describe an overview of the research of ITD35A, a research effort that 
provided fan source noise experimental data for a wind tunnel turbine powered fan noise simulator model 
of the Geared Turbofan (GTF) engine concepts, a design space for which there is yet no direct validated	  
system noise prediction method available. The combination of GTF experimental fan noise data is 
• Low speed aero (ITD 51A)  
• Engine operating limits 
• Airframe geometric definition 
• Aircraft weights 
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processed to provide a data-to-prediction method that can account for model scale to full scale, engine 
state, and thrust. The flow chart of the fan noise prediction process developed in part using the ANOPP2 
framework is detailed in Figure 3. Additionally, the process in Figure 3 includes four more semi-empirical 
methods that have been developed in order to provide a more complete prediction of realistic effects with 
significant impact including:  
• stator sweep and lean,  
• rotor/vane ratio cut-off effect,  
• rotor/stator spacing, and 
• bifurcation. 	  
	  
Figure 3. GTF fan noise processing steps (starting from measured GTF fan noise from ITD35A) 
within the overall ERA noise assessment process. 
 
For the direct drive architecture of engines in the ERA portfolio, the existing Kresja (Ref 21) fan noise 
model (an option within the ANOPP-HDNFAN (Heidmann) fan module) is used, although with 
modifications in order to best account for the design space of the ERA direct drive engines. These 
modifications include a spectral amplitude adjustment of 2 dB and the application of the semi-empirical 
models (from the GTF sub-process) for rotor-stator spacing and bifurcation effect. The 2 dB increase of the 
spectral amplitude of the DD fan noise is based on a careful analysis of the Kresja prediction for a set of 
data (Ref 22) that is in a design space similar to the ERA DD fan. For the frequencies that correspond to the 
frequencies of the full-scale DD fan the Kresja prediction was found to be consistently 2 dB low. 
 
B. Core and Jet  
Existing ANOPP modules for the prediction of core source noise, GECOR (Ref 23), and jet source 
noise, ST2JET (Ref 24), are used in the current study. While these methods have been used extensively in 
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prior NASA studies, they are older methods and, as all semi-empirical methods, have some limitations 
based on the original data from which the methods were developed and/or calibrated to. As with the other 
methods in this study, predictions are crosschecked with new information and databases from ERA or other 
recent research. 
 For the design parameters of the N+2 engine high pressure cores, the GECOR method is estimated to 
be consistently over predicting core noise. This is based on the combined experience of the systematic 
NASA assessment of the core noise prediction methods (Ref 22) and the evaluation of information obtained 
during ERA through ITD35A and ITD51A. As a result, a uniform 6 dB reduction at the spectral level is 
implemented. Core noise includes the noise of the combustor, compressor, and turbine. 
The ST2JET method prediction of jet source noise was evaluated for use with the high bypass ratio jet 
parameters of the N+2 engines. Michael Doty compared predictions with experimental data of a bypass 
ratio 15 jet noise experiment obtained as part of a series of a PAA interaction tests in the Boeing Low 
Speed Aeroacoustic Facility (LSAF) (Ref 25). While there is variability with directivity angle, the ST2JET 
in general predicts reasonably well for the high bypass ratio jets. In addition, the prediction of jet noise 
component EPNL for the N+2 engines was also compared with information obtained through ITD51A and 
found to be reasonable. 
In addition to jet source noise, a new correction for the jet source noise change due to angle of attack 
was developed by Doty based on measurements obtained as part of studies described in Refs 3, 25, and 26. 
The angle of attack introduces a cross flow to the jet at an angle equal to the angle of attack as modified by 
the installation effect of a wing and pylon. The cross flow changes the shear layer development and the 
trajectory of the secondary and the primary streams. Both the azimuthal and axial distributions of jet noise 
sources are modified. An empirical method to compute the increased noise level for jets at an angle of 
attack is available in SAE ARP876 for low BPR jets (BPR<5) and was further investigated by Mead and 
Kenning (Ref 27).  To best fit the high bypass jet data, Doty developed a modified equation as follows: 
 Δ𝑑𝐵 = 0.5 ∗ 𝐴𝑂𝐴 ∗𝑀! 2.8𝜃180 − 0.6 ! 
 
where AOA is the angle of attack in degrees, M0 is the flight Mach number and θ is the polar directivity 
angle in degrees. 
 
C. Acoustic Duct Liner and Soft Vane 
Conventional acoustic duct liner technology applied in the inlet, the interstage (between the fan rotor 
and the stator), and in the aft bypass duct is typically either of the single or double degree of freedom type. 
A single degree of freedom (SDOF) liner will have one layer of chambers of a depth nominally equal to 
one-quarter of the wavelength of the frequency targeted for peak attenuation. Typically, the first or second 
blade passage frequency tone is targeted; whichever provides the maximum impact on system level noise 
reduction. A double degree of freedom (DDOF) liner has two layers of chambers, separated by a porous 
septum, with each layer tuned to a different frequency.  
The ANOPP-TREAT module provides a duct acoustic liner suppression method developed by Kontos 
et al. (Ref 28). The prediction method was developed based on an engine noise test database. The engines 
in the database are representative of commercial transport engines circa 1990 with DDOF liners in the inlet 
and SDOF acoustic liners in the bypass duct. Based on this database the liner suppression model predicts 
attenuation for both the inlet and the aft ducts based on the liner type, the effective length of the liner 
treatment and the effective aft duct height or inlet diameter. The liner suppression predicted by TREAT 
represents a prediction of the full-scale, full-fidelity impact of the SDOF of DDOF liner technology for the 
engines comprising the database. It should be noted that the liners in this database were targeted to the 
frequencies appropriate for the engines of the database, frequencies that may not be the same targets for an 
advanced concept engine.  
Prior NASA advanced concept studies have included the predicted noise reduction from conventional 
liner technology with the addition of important effects. Thomas et al. (Ref 2) included duct liner noise 
reduction for the GE90-like engine on the HWB using the TREAT model, a process where the total engine 
noise was also calibrated to certification data. In addition to the conventional GE90-like acoustic liner, this 
study also included the estimate of the impact of a potential advanced concept duct liner, beyond SDOF 
and DDOF, and the application of duct liner to the upper bifurcator for increased treatment area.  
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Berton et al. (Ref 29) included the impact of DDOF liners by using a suppression map (noise reduction 
as a function of frequency and polar angle) based on data from a 22-inch diameter fan test. Berton et al. 
(Ref 29) also included the impact of two more unconventional liner technologies, soft vane and over-the-
rotor. Soft vane technology is a single layer liner integrated into the stator vane of the fan to attenuate the 
fan-stator interaction noise at the source (Ref 30). Over-the-rotor is a metal bulk type liner treatment 
located in the fan casing immediately over the fan blade tip where the fan rub strip would typically be 
located (Ref 30). Berton et al. (Ref 29) included a 4 dB noise reduction, uniform over all angles and 
frequencies, from the combination of the soft vane and the over-the-rotor.  
For the current study, the acoustic duct liner technology included in the N+2 aircraft and the prediction 
of the impact (Figure 3) adds the latest information and technology developments during the ERA project. 
Tables 2-5 list the available treatment lengths for the inlet and the aft duct for each aircraft engine. An 
interstage acoustic liner is added with an effective length to height ratio of 0.25 for all engines. As a good 
prediction of the impact at a full engine level, the TREAT model is used to predict the impact of 
conventional acoustic liner technology. To account for the spliceless manufacturing technology that has 
been introduced in recent years (as compared to the liners with splices of the TREAT database), the 
effective treatment length in the inlet, the interstage, and in the aft duct were each increased by 10% in a 
similar manner to Berton et al. (Ref 29). This factor is meant to account for the area increased by removing 
the splices and the reduction in tones brought about by removing the scattering effect of splices. Finally for 
the N+2 duct liner, the TREAT prediction is modified to reflect the impact of a multi-degree of freedom 
liner technology.  
In recent years, NASA has developed a Multi-Degree of Freedom (MDOF) duct liner technology as 
described by Jones et al. (Ref 31). This technology features variable depth chambers uniformly distributed 
throughout the liner treatment area. The variable depth has the effect of broadening the tuning of the liner 
to include a wider frequency band as compared to either a single degree or a double degree of freedom 
liner. In this way the liner can have equivalent peak attenuation as a tuned double degree of freedom liner 
and with a wider frequency band, typically spanning at least the first and second blade passage frequency 
tones. The MDOF technology has been developed to include a recent TRL 5 test, sponsored by the NASA 
Advanced Air Transport Technology Project. Because of the TRL, this test is applicable to the N+2 
timeframe. Considering these recent test results and projecting maturation to the N+2 timeframe, the 
predicted peak attenuation of the MDOF liner is set at just 5% more, in decibels, than the predicted peak 
attenuation from the TREAT model that reflects SDOF and DDOF design and manufacturing liner 
technology from circa 1990. In this way, the demonstrated advancements of the MDOF technology are 
included in the N+2 predictions while the levels are still considered reasonably conservative. 
While considered a promising technology that is still under active development, the over-the-rotor liner 
technology TRL did not advance sufficiently during ERA and, therefore, it is not included in this N+2 
assessment. The soft vane technology has demonstrated sufficient applicability and performance and is, 
therefore, included on all engines. The predicted soft vane noise suppression impact is developed from data 
obtained in a recent 1.3 pressure ratio 22-inch diameter fan noise test in the NASA Glenn 9x15 Low Speed 
Wind Tunnel and provided by Edmane Envia. The noise reduction difference, hard wall stator to soft vane 
stator, is a function of polar angle and frequency and ranges from as much as 5 dB at the highest frequency 
to small increases at low frequencies. Several factors are considered in developing the N+2 soft vane 
suppression map (noise reduction as a function of frequency and polar angle) from the test data. First, the 
design of the soft vane for the 22-inch diameter fan test was developed with only an initial estimation of the 
target impedance.  Second, model scale fabrication of a liner on a stator of a 22-inch fan introduces 
compromises that would not be present on the full-scale application. Therefore, considering the potential to 
design the soft vane to a specific full scale, N+2 fan and stator combination, a uniform 0.5 dB noise 
reduction is implemented at low frequencies of the model scale spectra and is considered appropriate for 
the N+2 timeframe of this study. The soft vane technology impact is then scaled and applied to the 
predicted fan source at the narrowband spectral level. Implementation at the narrowband source spectral 
level preserves the correct impact on fan tones and broadband noise. 
The impact at the aircraft level of the soft vane technology and of the MDOF liner (compared to 
conventional duct liner) will be shown in the results section. Acoustic liner treatment to the upper and 
lower bifurcators could be added in a future iteration of this study. 
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D. Airframe Noise Sources 
The airframe noise sources to be modeled include the nose and main landing gear, high lift trailing 
edge flap, leading edge Krueger flap, and trailing edge noise. The HWB aircraft do not have a high lift 
trailing edge flap; therefore, this source is not modeled for the HWB. The HWB does have trailing edge 
control elevons for directional stability control as well as positive pitching moment for takeoff. These 
control elevons and the side edges in particular have not been shown to be a significant noise source (Ref 4) 
and are not considered in this study.  
The BAF (Landing Gear) (Ref 32) prediction method used in previous studies is replaced in this study 
with the newly developed GuoLG (Ref 33) method for both main and nose landing gear on all N+2 aircraft. 
Among other improvements described by Guo et al. (Ref 33), the GuoLG method includes effect of 
reflection of the landing gear source noise from the fuselage and landing gear doors. The fuselage 
planform, leading edge and trailing edge device deflections, and angle of attack are all modeled, and the 
reflection is predicted by a ray acoustics method. The resulting detailed directivity of landing gear noise 
including reflections provides a high fidelity noise prediction that has been validated with a range of wind 
tunnel and flight test data (Ref 33).   The BAF (Flap) (Ref 34) is used for the noise from trailing edge high 
lift flaps on all the N+2 T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft. The BAF (Slat) (Ref 35) method is used to 
estimate the noise from leading edge Krueger flaps that are configured on all the N+2 aircraft. The 
specifications of the Krueger flap on the N+2 aircraft are inputs to the BAF (Slat) method. Due to the 
expected differences in acoustic sources between a conventional slat (for which the BAF (Slat) method was 
developed) and a Krueger flap, Yueping Guo has recommended an estimated uniform 1.5 dB reduction in 
the BAF (Slat) predicted spectral level. A new method for Krueger flap noise prediction from first 
principles is needed (Ref 36) and could be used in future iterations of this study. The trailing edge noise 
source is predicted with the FNKAFM (Refs 37, 38) model. 
 
E. Landing Gear and Flap Side Edge Noise Reduction 
ITD50A has developed noise reduction technology for the main landing gear and the flap side-edge 
airframe components. For the main landing gear, a partial main gear fairing was designed that covers 
several of the structural elements of the gear and includes porous areas to provide some flow through the 
fairing and edge serrations to minimize shedding from the sides of the fairing. Of several flap side edge 
noise reduction components investigated, a porous side edge treatment was considered the most applicable 
for the N+2 timeframe and is considered applicable across the T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft. The noise 
reduction from these two airframe technologies has been verified by ITD50A on the 18% scale model of 
the G550 (Refs 39, 40) and subsequently analyzed in full-scale, full-fidelity high resolution computations 
of the noise reduction concepts installed on the G550 geometry (Refs 41, 42). The computed spectral level 
noise reduction for the partial landing gear fairing is the difference between the unaltered G550 landing 
gear noise (on a full aircraft geometry) and the landing gear noise (on a full aircraft geometry) with the 
partial landing gear fairing installed. Similarly for the flap side edge treatment a noise reduction map is 
provided by ITD50A as a function of polar and azimuthal directivity angles and frequencies.  
The noise reduction suppression map for the partial main gear fairing (PMGF) is applied directly in the 
noise assessment process to the source noise prediction of the main landing gear for all the ERA aircraft. 
As a function of angle and frequency, the level of noise reduction varies but can be categorized as about a 2 
dB level of noise reduction. The impact at the aircraft level will be quantified in the results section. 
The noise reduction suppression map for the flap side edge treatment (FSET) is applied directly to the 
T+W98 Regional Jet aircraft, as it is approximately close in size to the G550 of ITD50A. For all the other 
T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft, the level of flap side edge treatment noise reduction is set at a uniform 3 
dB over all angles and frequencies. This level is considered to be achievable with this validated technology.  
 
F. Propulsion Airframe Aeroacoustic (PAA) Interaction 
In general, the aeroacoustic effects related to propulsion airframe integration, or PAA effects, can be 
classified fundamentally as those more associated with flow interaction and those associated with acoustic 
propagation (Ref 2). With this fundamental division, the classification can be extended further.  For flow 
interaction, the next important division regards the flow direction, upstream or inlet, and downstream or 
exhaust. Because turbomachinery and jet noise sources have different spectral, spatial distribution and 
directivity characteristics, acoustic propagation effects are more importantly divided along with noise 
sources. The classification of PAA from Ref 2 represents a general way of organizing PAA effects, 
however at the same time, while useful it must be emphasized that these effects cannot necessarily be 
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studied or addressed separately. Rather the opposite is the case, particularly on a full aircraft configuration 
in flight as illuminated by Ref 43, which makes the identification and quantification of PAA effects very 
challenging. Similarly, the development of noise reduction approaches incorporating or taking advantage of 
PAA effects is necessarily involved with the integrated vehicle design and flight characteristics. 
The N+2 aircraft models include the layout of the engines and airframes of the integrated 
configurations and key dimensions that are a necessary starting point for a prediction of the PAA effects 
due to acoustic scattering. The integrated design provides the key result of the engine position relative to 
the airframe, which defines the airframe surface area available to shield or reflect, as appropriate, the inlet 
radiated engine fan noise and the aft-radiated fan, jet and core noise components. Additional detailed 
geometry specifications are added as available. For the HWB configuration, ITD51A has developed the 
engine/airframe integration design using detailed high fidelity computational analysis and wind tunnel 
testing. 
At the conceptual aircraft design stage, the PAA interaction effects from acoustic propagation and 
scattering are essential to incorporate due to the large impact that shielding and reflection can have for the 
various conventional and unconventional aircraft configurations. The PAA interaction effects from some 
flow interactions, such as jet-pylon interaction, can be more difficult to incorporate because high fidelity 
geometry and computational analysis are generally not available at the conceptual level or within the 
timeframe required.  The PAA effects associated with acoustic scattering can be dependent on details of the 
configuration planform, the effect of flow velocity on scattering, the aircraft angle of attack, the engine 
power setting, and the aircraft control surface deflection. Therefore, the challenge in predicting the PAA 
effects for the many configurations of the ERA portfolio is to prioritize by the impact on system level noise 
and focus on the acoustic scattering effects of shielding and reflection. Computational prediction of 
acoustic scattering with high fidelity and mid-fidelity methods has been a developing area over recent 
years. However, due to the time available, the quantity of configurations to examine, and the variety of 
flight parameters, it has not been practical to apply computational methods for the current study.  
 For all the N+2 aircraft, the propulsion airframe aeroacoustics (PAA) acoustic scattering effects are 
determined with a data-to-prediction process developed from a large database acquired in the first half of 
ERA. The large database is comprised of PAA experiments including the 14x22 N2A Aeroacoustic Test 
(Ref 26, 44) and the multiple experiments in the Boeing Low Speed Aeroacoustic Facility (LSAF) (Refs 3, 
9, 25, and 45) that include configurations with broadband and jet sources to account for the respective 
differences in source distribution and directivity characteristics. Following the procedure described in Ref 4, 
the databases are used to develop noise suppression maps due to acoustic scattering that are a function of 
configuration, power condition, frequency and both polar and azimuthal directivity angles. Suppression 
maps are developed for each of the engine noise sources at the correct locations corresponding to the 
engine inlet plane, core exit plane, and fan nozzle exit plane.  Importantly, these databases include the 
effect on the shielding and reflection from the mean flow and realistic shear layers. Each map is generated 
by calculating a suppression function for each frequency at every polar, θ, and azimuthal, ϕ, angle on the 
noise source hemisphere. The suppression function, S, is the ratio of the shielded to unshielded mean 
square pressures and is given by 
 𝑆 𝑓, 𝜃,𝜙 = 𝑃!"#! (𝑓, 𝜃,𝜙)!!!"#$"$𝑃!"#! (𝑓, 𝜃,𝜙)!"#!!"#!"! = 10 !!"!"  
 
where ∆dB = SPLshielded − SPLunshielded. Thus S<1 indicates suppression or reduction and S>1 indicates 
amplification or increase. Adjustment to a predicted source noise level and directivity is achieved by 
applying the appropriate suppression map.  
Examples of typical suppression maps for the shielding of broadband noise and the shielding of jet 
noise by the HWB301 airframe are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The shielding suppression map 
of Figure 5 is applied to the fan noise source, at this one frequency, for an engine position where the fan 
nozzle exit plane is one fan nozzle diameter upstream of the trailing edge along the centerline of the engine. 
The noise reduction from shielding can be as high as 20 dB; however, it drops rapidly with downstream 
angles beyond 120 degrees. A different map is applied to shield the core noise source that emanates from 
the core nozzle exit plane, which is closer to the trailing edge. Figure 5 is the suppression map due to 
shielding that is applied to the jet source noise, at one frequency. The shielding of jet noise is challenging 
due to the distributed nature of jet noise (Ref 2). Figure 6 shows the reflection of broadband noise from the 
T+W301 aircraft, again at one frequency, and is for application to the fan noise source. The reflection 
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increases noise as much as 4.0 dB at this frequency and with a strong directivity that is the result of the 
T+W planform. The areas of peak reflected noise are off of the centerline of flight, ϕ = 0 degrees, toward 
azimuthal angles of 45 degrees due to the location of the engines on the wings and due to the dihedral angle 
of the wings. These maps illustrate the strong directivity generated from propulsion airframe aeroacoustic 
scattering effects as a result of high fidelity complete aircraft geometry. 
 
 
 
G. Engine and Airframe Noise Source Ranking 
A final important aspect of the noise assessment process includes the ranking of the engine and 
airframe sources to best represent the accurate order of the sources; that is, from highest noise source to 
lowest in proper order. When computing the aircraft noise of a present day aircraft, the prediction can be 
calibrated to certification data. Typically, those calibrations are on the order of 1-2 dB for a rigorous 
prediction at each certification point; however, to achieve this may require larger calibrations on individual 
engine and airframe component sources. Even with excellent component level predictions, the ranking of 
sources may not be sufficiently accurate due to many issues. Most likely possibilities are multiple 
simultaneous effects stemming from some combination of PAA effects, flight effects, and the impacts of 
full-scale, full-fidelity implementation. For the prediction of advanced, N+2 and unconventional aircraft 
there is obviously no certification data available to use for calibration. This has presented a unique 
challenge to the reduction of uncertainty for advanced concept system noise prediction. The initial NASA 
HWB system noise study (Ref 2) predicted an HWB concept with a GE90-like engine so that the engine 
source levels and ranking could be calibrated to GE90 information (Ref 46), and for which the uncertainty 
in the prediction is minimized. As a result, Ref 2 could predict the PAA effects and the total system noise 
of that HWB concept with greater confidence.  
Therefore, for this current study, after the initial prediction of the individual engine and airframe noise 
sources, an additional adjustment to the ranking of the sources is performed according to the combined 
experience from Refs 4, 5, 8, 9 and additional information from the ITD51A and ITD35A teams. Based on 
known airframe source level ranking, both the flap and slat predictions were further adjusted to achieve 
appropriate noise levels relative to the main landing gear. The adjustment in the core noise level, already 
discussed in section III.B, is another adjustment to the ranking of sources. 
 
 
 
IV. Results 
 
The system level results for the N+2 portfolio will be discussed first with a focus on the impact of 
operational characteristics. In the next section, the impact of selected technologies will be highlighted. 
Finally, an example of the impact that ERA data more relevant to the N+2 design space has on the 
predictions of ERA data will be shown. 
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A. Aircraft System Level Results with a Focus on Operational Characteristics  
Figure 7 shows the cumulative system noise of each of the thirteen N+2 vehicles. A second result for 
each vehicle includes the three additional ITD noise reduction (ITDNR) technologies. The first, soft vane, 
is applied on the stator vanes of all thirteen vehicles. The second, the partial main gear fairing, is applied on 
all the main gear of the vehicles. And the third, flap side edge treatment, is applied to all vehicles except the 
HWB vehicles. Of course, the results in Figure 8 are relative to the Stage 4 requirement based on the 
weight and number of engines for each of the vehicles. The vehicles are grouped by class from smallest 
class on the left to largest class on the right.  
It can be observed that at least one vehicle from each class of vehicles is predicted to have a margin to 
Stage 4 of at least 40 dB except the smallest class, 98 passengers. This can largely be attributed to the 
relatively low bypass ratio engines, about ten, on these aircraft. At this small size the integration of higher 
bypass ratio, larger diameter engines are more challenging.  
All the vehicles that are able to reach noise margins of greater than 33 dB to Stage 4 are either the 
unconventional OWN and MFN or the HWB configurations. This highlights the clear noise advantage of 
the unconventional configurations to take advantage of PAA noise reduction. The quietest T+W aircraft 
with engines mounted under the wing is the T+W160 in the single aisle class with a margin of 31.4 dB. It 
should be noted how remarkable that result is and indicates that even with a conventional engine under the 
wing installation, very significant noise reduction is still possible in the N+2 timeframe. It is also important 
to compare this result with a prior NASA study (Ref 29) for an advanced vehicle in this same class. In Ref 
29, the single aisle, engine under wing aircraft was assessed at 29 dB cumulative margin to Stage 4. It was 
considered a noise optimized design with N+1 technology assumptions (N+1 entry-into-service timeframe 
of 2020) and also included, because of the noise optimized assumption and the information available at the 
time of the study, much higher assumed levels of noise reduction for airframe (landing gear, slat, and flap 
side edge) and soft vane technologies.  
 
 
Figure 7. Aircraft system level noise for all ERA N+2 vehicles, relative to the Stage 4 requirement for 
each vehicle weight. Solid bar is the cumulative noise for the N+2 vehicle, ITDNR (hash bar) adds to 
each vehicle the impact of three specific technologies: soft vane, partial landing gear fairing and, with 
the exception of the HWB, flap side edge treatment. 
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When comparing between configurations it is best to compare within the same class and with the same 
engine installed on both vehicles. Therefore, the OWN and MFN aircraft should be compared relative to 
the equivalent T+W aircraft; however, the OWN and MFN cannot be compared directly as they are in 
different classes and have different engines. Specifically, the OWN160-GTF can be compared directly with 
the T+W160-GTF showing a 9.7 dB advantage. The MFN301-GTF can be compared with the T+W301-
GTF showing the MFN to have an 11.8 dB advantage. It should be noted that one potentially important 
effect has not been included in either of the OWN aircraft. The nacelles are integrated into the upper 
surface of the wing introducing an additional jet scrubbing noise source that will likely reduce the margin 
to Stage 4 and could be included in future updates of this assessment. 
Three of the four HWB aircraft have margins over 40 dB with the fourth, HWB301-DD having a 
margin of 33.3 dB due to the direct drive engine noise differences with the geared engines on the other 
three. The HWB216 is the standout with a margin of 51.9 dB, an 11.6 dB greater margin compared to the 
HWB301-GTF. On both aircraft the engines are positioned at the same non-dimensional distance upstream 
of the trailing edge, the core nozzle exit plane is one fan nozzle diameter upstream of the trailing edge 
along a line parallel to the engine axis. Tables 3 and 4 show some of the key differences in the engine and 
airframe parameters. In addition to these differences, much of the 11.6 dB difference can be attributed to 
operational factors, which will be described now. 
Figure 8 plots the altitude and speed of all the T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft for the takeoff and 
cutback conditions. Figure 9 plots the altitude and speed for the four HWB aircraft. While speed clusters in 
the 150 to 180 knot range, the engine and low speed aerodynamic high lift characteristics of each aircraft 
result in a large range of altitudes for the cutback condition. A 500-foot difference in altitude at cutback, all 
else equal, can result in a 2.5 dB difference. The differences in speed can impact both noise source levels 
and the duration effect in the EPNL calculation. 
 
 
Figure 8. Altitude and speed as a function of distance, 
takeoff and cutback noise conditions, for all T+W, OWN, 
and MFN aircraft. 
Figure 9. Altitude and speed as a function of distance, 
takeoff and cutback noise conditions, for all HWB aircraft. 
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Figures 10 and 11 plot the throttle setting and the angle of attack also as a function of distance for 
takeoff and cutback conditions. Again, the distinct aerodynamic characteristics of the HWB evidence 
themselves by requiring a much lower throttle setting, around 50% for four HWB aircraft, compared to 
settings between 70 and 80% for all the T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft. Also characteristic of the HWB is 
a higher angle of attack in comparison with the T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft. The lower throttle setting 
can lower engine noise at cutback, offset somewhat by the higher angle of attack, which decreases 
shielding. 
Figure 12, for the approach condition, shows the speed, throttle setting and the angle of attack for the 
T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft. Figure 13 plots the same quantities for all four HWB aircraft. The HWB 
aircraft again have lower approach speeds, lower throttle settings, and higher angles of attack.  
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Figure 10. Throttle setting (as a fraction of maximum) 
and angle of attack as a function of distance, takeoff and 
cutback points. For all T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft 
(same legend as in Figure 8).  
Figure 11. Throttle setting (as a fraction of maximum) 
and angle of attack as a function of distance, takeoff and 
cutback points. For all HWB aircraft (same legend as in 
Figure 9).  
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Specifically at the cutback position, the HWB216 as compared to the HWB301 has a higher altitude, a 
lower throttle setting, a lower speed, and a lower angle of attack. Also, the HWB216 has a lower approach 
speed. All these operational factors together lower the noise of the HWB216 as compared to the HWB301 
by 8 dB and account for the majority of the system level noise difference in margin to Stage 4. As 
discussed in Ref 6, the HWB216 has a much lower wing loading relative to the other HWB concepts 
resulting in these operational performance differences, and should be refined in a following design iteration 
to be more consistent with the other HWB concepts. The remainder of the difference can be accounted with 
reference to the different class and engines of each aircraft. 
Next, a comparison of the T+W301-GTF and the HWB301-GTF is presented in Figures 14 to 17. The 
comparison uses the tone corrected perceived noise levels (PNLT) of all the predicted noise sources and 
PAA effects. Figure 14 shows that the T+W at approach condition has the total fan noise (including the 
effects from duct liner, soft vane and PAA effects from reflection) as the highest source. Figure 15 shows 
that for the HWB301 at approach, the PAA effects from shielding have greatly reduced the total fan noise 
source to the point that the main gear followed by the Krueger flap are the first and second highest sources, 
respectively, with total fan as the third highest source. This is an example of how with a change in 
configuration, in this case largely from PAA effects, the ranking of the highest sources is altered. Figures 
16 and 17 show the comparison between the T+W and the HWB at the sideline condition. In this case, the 
total fan noise remains the highest source for both configurations. However, the second and third highest 
sources are changed as a result of the fact that the core noise source is reduced more by shielding as 
compared to jet noise. 
Figure 12. Speed, throttle setting (as a fraction of 
maximum), and angle of attack for approach condition, 
all T+W, OWN, and MFN aircraft.  
Figure 13. Speed, throttle setting (as a fraction of 
maximum), and angle of attack for approach condition, 
all HWB aircraft.  
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B. Impact of Selected Technologies 
The impact of selected technologies at the aircraft system level can be shown by removing the 
prediction of the technology from the final assessed level shown in Figure 7. For example, taking the 
predicted level in Figure 7 and predicting a conventional acoustic liner from the TREAT method in place of 
the MDOF duct liner can calculate the impact at the aircraft level of the MDOF acoustic liner. For a given 
aircraft, this would be the impact of the MDOF technology. This can be done, one at a time or “one-off”, 
for several technologies to give insight into the impact of technologies as influenced by the source ranking. 
Figure 18 shows the impact of this “one-off” analysis for the HWB301-GTF aircraft that has a system level 
margin of 40.3 EPNLdB in Figure 7. The PAA technology represents the total shielding noise reduction 
predicted from shielding the fan, core, and jet noise sources by the HWB airframe. Engine noise is shielded 
at each of the certification points with a total for all three summing to 7.1 dB cumulative. The impact of the 
soft vane (SV), MDOF duct liner, partial main gear fairing, and flap side edge treatment are also shown in 
Figure 18.  The soft vane and MDOF liners have the largest impact at sideline and the main gear fairing has 
an impact at approach. Figure 19 shows the impact of these same technologies on four aircraft from a 
cumulative perspective. 
Figure 14. Noise components and total 
PNLT for the T+W301-GTF, at approach.  
Figure 15. Noise components and total 
PNLT for the HWB301-GTF, at approach.  
Figure 17. Noise components and total 
PNLT for the HWB301-GTF, at sideline.  
Figure 16. Noise components and total 
PNLT for the T+W301-GTF, at sideline.  
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Figure 18. Impact of selected technologies on the aircraft system noise of the 
HWB301-GTF for each certification point. PAA accounts for shielding and 
reflection effects, SV is the soft vane, MDOF acoustic duct liner, PMGF is the 
partial main gear fairing and, FSET is the flap side edge treatment and is not 
applicable to a HWB. Negative ΔdB is noise reduction. 
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Figure 19. Impact of selected technologies on the cumulative noise of four 
aircraft. PAA accounts for all shielding and/or reflection, SV is the soft vane, 
MDOF is the acoustic duct liner, PMGF is the partial main gear fairing, and 
FSET is the flap side edge treatment. Negative ΔdB is noise reduction. 
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The total impact of PAA between an HWB and an equivalent T+W can be seen in Figure 19. The 
HWB301-GTF has a total PAA noise reduction of 7.1 dB while the T+W301-GTF has a total cumulative 
noise increase from reflection of 4.8 dB. Therefore, the total noise reduction from PAA in changing from a 
T+W to the HWB configuration is actually 11.9 dB cumulative. Of the other technologies, soft vane and 
MDOF have the next largest contributions to system noise reduction and also impact all the configurations. 
The main gear fairing has a larger contribution on the HWB due to ranking as compared to that on the T+W 
configurations. 
 
C. Impact of Improved Data and Prediction Methods 
Most semi-empirical noise prediction methods, including many of those in ANOPP, contain excellent 
physical understanding and are functionally robust and well understood. However, in general they are 
validated by a set of experiments and, therefore, may be limited in applicability by that validation. The 
ERA N+2 design space is generally outside of the experience base of, at least, some key semi-empirical 
methods that were already part of ANOPP. An example of the value of the ERA experimental database 
generated and used in this noise assessment is given in this section for the fan source noise. The HWB301-
GTF cumulative system noise is reported at 40.3 EPNLdB in Figure 7. As described in section III.A the fan 
source noise is predicted with a data-to-prediction process based on experimental results from ITD35A. 
Without this data, the best available fan noise prediction method would be the Kresja model (Ref 21) 
already in ANOPP. The Kresja model was used to predict the fan noise of the N+2 engine of the HWB301-
GTF, with all other predictions for the HWB301-GTF being the same. This result compared to the result in 
Figure 7 will reflect the impact of acquiring new data that is more in the relevant N+2 design space, in this 
case of the low pressure ratio fan of a geared ultra high bypass ratio engine. The results of this exercise are 
shown in Table 6 below. At the total aircraft cumulative level, the difference is 4.4 dB, again due only to 
the different fan component noise prediction methods. At each of the certification points, however, the 
difference is even more apparent with the Kresja model predicting fan component noise 9.4 dB quieter at 
approach but 4.4 dB louder at cutback and 4.0 dB louder at sideline as compared to the fan noise prediction 
based on the new data from the ITD35A experiment. This demonstrates the critical need to continue 
improvement and validation of component prediction capabilities for system noise assessments. 
 
Table 6. HWB301-GTF total aircraft system noise and fan component noise predicted from 
experimental fan noise data and from existing Kresja fan noise prediction method. 
 
 
 
V. Conclusions 
 As a result of a three-year multi-disciplinary effort a comprehensive noise assessment has been 
accomplished for thirteen NASA modeled advanced aircraft concepts. The thirteen vehicles were designed 
for entry-into-service in the 2025 timeframe and include a complete range of technology assumptions for 
advanced engine, airframe structures, and high lift systems.  
 The noise assessment used a combination of the best system noise prediction methods and the best 
available experimental data produced in recent years, as well as additional information from industry 
partners. The result is a detailed and rigorous noise assessment for the certification noise of the N+2 aircraft 
concepts with much greater fidelity than is typical for conceptual level aircraft. The greater fidelity comes 
from not only knowledge gained throughout the ERA project, but also the extensive use of experimental 
data directly in the noise prediction process and validation of trends and levels. 
HWB301-GTF  
From Figure 7 
(fan noise predicted from ITD35A data) 
HWB301-GTF  
(fan noise predicted from Krejsa fan 
noise model already in ANOPP) 
Total aircraft, cumulative noise below 
Stage 4 
40.3 35.9 
Approach – Fan noise component, EPNL 
dB, relative to prediction used in Figure 7  
- − 9.4 
Cutback – Fan noise component, EPNL 
dB, relative to prediction used in Figure 7 
- + 4.4 
Sideline – Fan noise component, EPNL 
dB, relative to prediction used in Figure 7 
- + 4.0 
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 For the NASA N+2 aircraft which are designed in a balanced approach to achieve simultaneously the 
fuel burn, emissions, and noise reduction goals, the results of the noise assessment show that several of the 
thirteen aircraft approach levels close to or even exceed the NASA goal of 42 dB cumulative below Stage 4. 
The key to achieving the 42 dB noise goal is an unconventional configuration that installs the engine over 
the wing or body in order to maximize the propulsion airframe aeroacoustic interaction effects. The HWB 
configuration that is able to shield both forward and aft-radiated engine noise has the highest levels of noise 
reduction from shielding. An analysis of the HWB compared to the equivalent engine-under-wing aircraft 
shows that the low noise levels achieved by the HWB can be attributed to: 
• noise reduction from shielding of both forward and aft radiated engine noise (compared to the 
noise increase from reflection from the engine-under-wing T+W),  
• superior low speed aerodynamic performance which results in higher climb performance and 
altitude at the cutback point and enables lower approach speeds, and  
• the absence of a trailing edge high lift flap system noise source. 
 
The HWB and other aircraft are likely to achieve even lower noise levels with developments in four 
particularly promising areas: 
• fan noise shielding effectiveness technology (greater noise reduction from the same airframe 
shield dimensions), 
• Krueger flap noise reduction, 
• main landing gear noise reduction, and 
• acoustic liner technology for the aft duct and the bifurcators. 
  
This noise assessment of advanced aircraft has highlighted several areas that would be important to 
improve the confidence of future predictions including: 
• aircraft design to include detailed airframe geometry parameters that are important for the 
prediction of key airframe noise sources and of propulsion airframe aeroacoustic interactions, 
• improved fan source noise prediction method for ultra high bypass ratio fans, 
• improved core noise prediction method, 
• validated methods for proper ranking of engine and airframe sources over a wide range of design 
parameters and aircraft configurations, 
• high fidelity experimental research of the Krueger flap leading edge, 
• high fidelity experimental research of the propulsion airframe aeroacoustic interaction of ultra 
high bypass ratio fan noise from a turbine power fan noise simulator, and 
• prediction methods for the propulsion airframe aeroacoustic scattering interactions (shielding and 
reflection) that can include the details of flow effects, planform and nacelle geometry, and control 
surface deflections within the system noise cycle time.  
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